Memorandum

#19-042

TO: WIC Local Agency Directors

FROM: Amanda Hovis, Director Nutrition Education / Clinic Services Unit Texas WIC Program

DATE: June 3, 2019

SUBJECT: Formula Approval Resources Updated – May 2019

The May 2019 versions of the following formula approval documents are now posted here.

- Texas WIC Formulary
- Formula Code List
- Nutrition Assessment Requirements Guide
- Texas WIC Maximum Quantity Table for Infants
- Texas WIC Maximum Quantity Table for Women and Children

Summary of Changes

1) New Formula Codes:
   a. 608 – ENFAGROW PREMIUM TODDLER PWD 24OZ. Allows purchase of Natural Milk flavor.
   b. 609 – ENFAMIL NEUROPRO ENFACARE RTU 32OZ. This formula size will not be available in stores until September 2019. Continue to use code 591 for Enfacare RTU 8oz-6pack until the 32oz size becomes available.

2) Discontinued Formula Codes – The following formulas are discontinued and should no longer be issued. They have been removed from the above resource lists.

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
a. 242 - XPHE MAXAMAID PWD 454G  
b. 295 - PEPDITE JR PWD 51G  
c. 304 - TYR 2 PWD 500G  
d. 546 - PHENYLDAE AA BLEND PWD 1LB  
e. 562 - SIMILAC FOR SPIT-UP RTU 32OZ

3) New Name:  
604 - ENFAGROW TODDLER NEXT STEP PWD 24OZ is replacing Enfagrow Toddler 3. This formula is only available in vanilla.

If you have questions or require additional information, please email the Formula Team inbox at: FormulaTeam@hhsc.state.tx.us; and Gabrielle.serna@hhsc.state.tx.us or Sandra.brown2@hhsc.state.tx.us. You may also call Gabrielle Serna at (512) 341-4595 or Sandra Brown at (512) 341-4576.